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B ack to Bro ke
Equine experts set up shop in Broke

Our magazine - named after
Cockfighter Creek - So named
in 1820 by John Howe and
B. Singleton because one of
their horses called Cockfighter
was bogged here on their
return trip fromWallis Plains
(Maitland) to Patrick Plains
(Singleton)

August 2017
From the editor

FIRST PEOPLES
BRING OUR POLLIES
TOGETHER

C

ommentators in general agree that
one of the more distressing aspects
of public life in Australia currently
is the points-scoring, mean-spirited
personal (and political) sledging which
dominates the area—to the extent that
we hunger for a bipartisan approach
which—heavens above—could be good
for the Lucky Country. As one who salutes the efforts of a tireless locals, Barbara Brown, Noeline and Rod Smith
and of course our Wannarua community in safeguarding and consolidating the spiritual image of the Baiame
heritage precinct, I feel the outcome
of the Uluru meeting to discuss vital
aspects of the Referendum Council on
Aboriginal identity was a massive step
in the right consensual direction.
Both the Prime Minister and the Opposition
Leader issued the report on efforts to attain
what it calls a “Declaration of Australia”.
For a first-class analysis of this report, I’m
indebted to an outstanding advocate for our
First Peoples in the form of Sean Gordon,
Chief Executive of the Darkinjung Local
Aboriginal Land Council (his other ‘hat’
is that of chair of Uphold and Recognise).
Sean stresses that the outcome of the meeting was one of unity—not a bid to particularise Aboriginality, or for that matter, any
diverse component of our racial makeup.
And to reach this goal, this memorable
Declaration calls for us to recognise, and
honour, the unique tri-partite nature of this
amazing continent we inhabit and love.

The three solid sectors are readily identifiable: first, the monumental contribution
of those who were here before the modern
waves—here, as we now know, for over
60,000 years, longer than any other strain
of settlement anywhere on earth. Next, we
remember the struggles and the sacrifices of
British settlement, and the often harsh environment of lash and the rule of law which,
as critics often overlook, ultimately led to
the democratic institutions we enjoy today.
And lastly, the miracle of our multiculturalism—legacy of the time of the better angels
of political thought, like Labor Leader
Calwell who inspired the diversity of race
and religion which few countries harbour.
As Sean Gordon remarks: “Australia is
a bright and colourful tapestry of people
from all over the globe. A Declaration of
Australia would tell our three-part story….
it is our story, no one else’s.”
As I write, the Broke Fair seems just
around the corner, and we thank Teegan
Hayward for information herein about this
carnival-and-car celebration which ushers
in spring in the Tranquil Side of the Valley.
But September promises another outstanding event, just a fortnight after the Broke
Fair: Go for Broke, the Lifeline-sponsored
charity cycle trek from Berowra to McNamara Park. That’s 180 kilometres if
you’re counting what it will take for these
hardy peddlers to cross the finishing line
on September 23. I’ll be there with other
members of the community to welcome the
winners and cheer the others in this great
race. And remember it’s all in the cause
of..” Saving Lives through Crisis Support
and Suicide Prevention.”

Diary
25 August to
27 August

Challenge yourself and join the 2nd 180km bike ride from Berowra in
Sydney to Broke in the Hunter Valley. Help raise funds and awareness
for depression.
For more info: goforbroke.org.au
Ed Kirk: 0407 173 711 ed@loopbrands.com

Dates
Wollombi Country
Fair

4 September

Bingo in Bulga

10 September

Broke Village Fair and
Vintage Car Display

17 September

Milbrodale Family Fun
Day

17 September

Olive Workshop

23 September

Go for Broke

30 September

Wollombi Music
Festival 2017 Saturday

2 December

Bulga Milbrodale
Community Christmas
Party

First Sunday of the Month
Broke Village Markets
Other dates to add to your calendar
29th Sept to
1st Oct

Dashville Skyline

30th Sept

Legend Voices Of Rock

14th Oct

Opera In The
Vineyards 2017

21st Oct

Midnight Oil

4th Nov

80’s Fest

18th Nov

Live, The Reunion
World Tour

25th Nov

SummerSalt

2nd Dec

Yusuf / Cat Stevens

16th Dec

A Day On The Green

(Tom Jackson)

Ride to beat depression ~ Go for Broke!
Saturday 23 September 2017
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Back to Broke
Equine experts set up shop in Broke
The Thorne family had a store in Wollombi
St in Broke, which operated from around
1901 to 1950.
A wonderfully typical timber slab hut style
of building, the shop provided much of
the locals’ needs in the days when a trip
to Singleton would have meant a 4-hour
round-trip by horse.
The shop has gone now although the copse
of trees that surrounded the shop are still
there on the original 15 acre property in the
main street.
Great grandson of the original family, Brett
Davey and his partner Andrea Bank have
recently moved onto the property, continuing the family occupancy of the property
making Brett the 4th generation to live in
the house.

Brett on Roy Andrea on Dakira in front of St Andrews Anglican church

Brett’s great grandfather was given the
honour to turn on the power to Broke.
Andrea and Brett have just returned after
living in Germany for 3 years. Germany is
considered to be among the top countries
for horse events and associated training and
coaching. Among more celebrated trainers
and coaches in Germany is world renown
Jonny Hilberath who runs ‘Stall Hilberath’
located in the tiny town of Abbendorf in
northern Germany’s Lower Saxony. It
was here that Brett and Andrea spent a lot
of their ‘horse time’ outside of their horse
training and work commitments.
Both Brett and Andrea are well-seasoned
trophy winners – competing at international
level since early teenage-hood (they met as
young teenagers during the Pacific Challenge at Werribee) and Brett is a well-recognised horse breaker as well but the style
and intensity of the German experience,
especially under the guidance of Jonny has
given them an extraordinary new set of
skills and understanding to incorporate into
their own.

Andrea giving ‘Roy’ a walk in the park nearby

This means that the horses they train and
break in and the students they coach will be
gaining a huge advantage due to the combination of Brett and Andrea’s own vast
experience and the refinement provided by
Jonny during their long stay with him.
Brett’s great-grandparents were among the
early settlers in Broke arriving in the late
1800’s, operating a successful farm. His
grandparents, Ron (Pa) and Leila Moore,
carried on the farm and shop and Brett’s
mother, Janelle, grew up on the property.

Continued page 4
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The old store - as it looked in later years
3

...from page 3
Pa had a dairy farm at Fordwich, which he ran in conjunction with his brothers.

Back to Broke

Equine experts set up shop in Broke

Brett is proud of his connection with the
village of Broke, although he did not live
there he spent many happy holidays with
his grandparents but, by his own admission,
never thought he would return to settle
there.
“I still remember the old store – it wasn’t
operating then but it was a part of my
growing up,” says Brett
Attached to the slab-built shed is an old
door, it is the original front door of the old
shop salvaged from the ruins before it was

products - from rug racks,
stable mats, tack cabinets
and trunks, to fences, water
units, wheelbarrows and

cleared away.

carts etc.

Andrea is a very popular horse trainer and
riding coach and spends much of her time
traveling to her native New Zealand to
work sessions over there.

“Our quality stable and property
products cater for the entire equestrian
community and cover all disciplines. We
offer products that suit recreational riders
right through to those competing at the
highest level. Our aim is to make everything to do with horses easier and safer,
whilst saving the customer time, energy
and money,” Brett said.

Brett has several horses on the Broke
property that he is currently breaking in and
several that are being trained. In addition
the couple are committed to horse breeding
as part of their enterprises on the property
Brett has his own business, ‘Flaneur
Equine’, an internationally recognised
supplier of quality stable and property

For more information contact Brett:
0438 662 004
info@flaneurequine.com.au

The Willows Restaurant & Broke Village Store
The focal point of the Broke community and surrounding area
Groceries, Newsagent, Coffee Shop, Dine-In Restaurant, Delicatessen, Post Office, Bottle
Shop, Petrol Station & Tourist Information. Also stocks an exclusive range of Broke
Fordwich Wines.

Enjoy a meal at
The Willows Restaurant
ALL DAY MENU
BEER ON TAP
Dine in or al fresco
4

4 Wollombi St,
Broke
NSW 2330
Ph: 02 6579 1056

Open: 7 days:
Sunday to Wednesday
till 8 p.m.
Thursday to Saturday
till late.
August 2017

Bulga Coal VPA Committee Community Event Funding still available
Contact a committee member for details
Applications must be in 6 - 8 weeks prior to events
A great night out

Bingo

4th September

6:30
Bulga Community Hall
BYO Refreshments

Enquiries Phil Reid 65745237

Sydney Balalaika Orchestra
A Siberian Adventure

Sunday 20 August, 2pm

In the stunning Chapel at Sacred Spaces at the Sisters of Mercy
Convent, 30 Queen St, Singleton, Hunter Valley
Tickets: $30 adult, $5 school student and include afternoon tea
www.trybooking.com/OPJQ or at the door from 1.30pm
All tickets are for un-numbered seats, so you may arrive from
1.30pm to choose your preferred seat (seats in the front section
are reserved for on line bookings)
Ph 6572 2398 E: office@sacredspaces.org.au www.sacredspaces.
org.au/events Facebook: Sacred Spaces Singleton
August 2017
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‘Cultural Burn’ at Catherine Vale
Wendy Lawson of Catherine Vale Vineyard
invited indigenous groups to conduct a
hazard reduction burn off using traditional
‘Cultural Burn’ techniques.
The burn took place last weekend under
the guidance of Dennis (Den) Barber, a
descendant of the Wiradjuri people from
Mudgee (NSW), Aboriginal Co-Management Officer for NPWS and Blue Mountains Fire Sticks Holder and Coordinator.
The focus of the burn was to reduce fire
hazard and assist in the control of ‘African
lovegrass’ which has become a major threat
to pastures and gardens in the area.
Den brought with him a group of volunteers trainees from other regions including Woolongong, Ebor, Cambeltown and
Newcastle.

Wendy Lawson (on the right) with the group of volunteers who worked on the
cool burn on her property ‘Catherine Vale’ vineyard.

For many years Elizabeth of ‘Joeys Retreat’ has provided The
Cockfighter with a wonderful account of Our Wildlife (see
back page) and a reader was inspired by Elizabeth’s contributions to send this in:

“These two have been courting madly on our office window
sill for the past two weeks. We have seen him progress from
fluffy brownish-black to his full blue plumage
Cheers Judith”
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table olives

appreciation workshop

The Hunter Olive Association invites you
to learn how to appreciate table olives
and to grow and pickle your own

This informative, hands on day will take you
from grove to table with a walk through the
grove with owners Marie and Jim.
If you need any tips on pruning or picking
here is your chance.
This will be followed by a look at the process
in Marie’s custom built olive pickling kitchen:
more simple tips and suggestions here too.
An olive appreciation and judging class will
then be run, hosted by locally based national
olive judge Steve Mitchell.

September 17th,

10am -12pm

852 Milbrodale Rd,Broke
Contact secretary@hunterolives.asn.au to book:
$30 a head for an informative half-day

BULGA
COAL

Environment and
Community Contacts
Ralph Northey - Bulga Coal
Environment and Community Manager
T: 6570 2539 M: 0418 439 874
ralph.northey@glencore.com.au

Community complaints line
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1800 332 693
You can also view our approvals, management plans
and environmental monitoring data on the website.
Go to www.bulgacoal.com.au and click on
the Publications tab on the menu.
August 2017
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The good oil

ust as bad fat can have a negative
effect, good fat can work wonders.
Those who are prepared to spend a little extra on cold-pressed (extra virgin)
olive oil will be dunking their baguette
in a soothing balm for their heart and
blood vessels. Many studies have been
carried out into the effects of olive oil,
and results show that it can protect
against arteriosclerosis, cellular stress,
Alzheimer’s, and eye disease (such as
macular degeneration).
It also appears to have beneficial effects on
inflammatory diseases such as rheumatic
arthritis, and to help in protecting against
certain kinds of cancer. Of particular
interest to those fighting excessive weight
is that olive oil also has the potential to
help get rid of that spare tyre. It blocks an
enzyme in fatty tissue – known as fatty acid

synthase - that likes to create
fat out of spare carbohydrates.
And we are not the only ones
who benefit from the properties of olive oil: the good
bacteria in our gut also appreciate a little
pampering.
Good-quality olive oil costs a little bit
more. However, it tastes neither greasy
nor rancid, but rather green and fruity, and
sometimes leaves a peppery feeling in your
throat after you swallow it. This is due to
the tannins it contains. If this description
sounds too abstract, simply tryout various
oils to find the best, using the different
quality seals as a guide.
But merrily drizzling your olive oil into the
pan for frying is not such a good idea, as
heat can cause a lot of damage. Hotplates
are great for frying up steaks or eggs,

but not for oily fatty acids, which can be
chemically altered by heat. Cooking oil, or
solid fats such as butter or hydrogenated
coconut oil, should be used for frying.
Fine oils are not only sensitive to heat;
they also tend to capture free radicals from
the air. Free radicals do a lot of damage
to our bodies, because they don’t actually
like being free, much preferring to bond
with other substances. They can latch on
to almost anything - blood vessels, facial
skin, or nerve cells – causing inflammation
of the blood vessels (vasculitis), ageing of
the skin, or nerve disease. That’s why you
should always close the bottle or container
of olive oil carefully after using it, and keep
it in the fridge.

Increase in fire activity in Hunter Valley
The NSW Rural
Fire Service
(NSW RFS) is
urging Hunter
Valley residents
to take extreme
care when
conducting
burning activities following
an unusually
high number of fires in the local area due to
unseasonable conditions.
NSW RFS Inspector Mick Holland said local Brigades have been called to a number
of fires in recent weeks, including Putty,
Jerrys Plains and Whittingham.
“Current dry conditions mean landowners
need to be very careful when attempting

any burning,” Inspector Holland said.
“Residents and landowners need to take
care when using fire and remember it is
their responsibility to control the fire so that
it doesn’t escape and cause damage.
“When undertaking burning activities,
landholders need to notify their neighbours
and local fire authority 24-hours before
lighting a fire.”
Inspector Holland said residents planning
to conduct hazard reduction burning should
first contact their local Fire Control Centre
and check if a fire permit is required.
Residents are also reminded that the statutory fire danger period for Singleton and
Muswellbrook shire council areas will
commence on 1st September 2017 and fire
permits will be required.

Fire Danger Rating and Total Fire Ban
information is posted daily at www.rfs.nsw.
gov.au.
Inspector Holland said all Hunter Valley
residents should take the current conditions seriously and make sure they have a
completed and practiced Bush Fire Survival
Plan, in order to protect their family and
property should they be threatened by fire.
“Everyone should be using this time to
prepare their property, which includes
clearing gutters and removing fuel from
around homes.
“All households should have a well practiced Bush Fire Survival Plan so residents
know what to do, particularly on days of
increased fire danger, because there is no
room for complacency when it comes to
bush fire safety,” Inspector Holland said.

Foxes and Wild Dogs Danger Information Session

Due to the high incidence of wild dogs and foxes in the region the Landcare Group has organized for an information day to be held on Tuesdsay August 22nd from 9:00 am to 11:00 am
Matt Kennedy the Biosecurity Officer with the Hunter Local Land Services Singleton Office will be there to
answer your questions and demonstrate the methods used to eradicate the pest.
It will be at Roy Palmer’s place at 952 Milbrodale Road Broke
The session is free and morning tea will be available.

To confirm attendance: Contact Wendy 65791334.
For more detailed information contact Matt Kennedy, Biosecurity Officer,
0428 686 178, Matt.Kennedy@lls.nsw.gov.au
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Singleton’s highest achievers sought
for nomination for 2017 Wambo Coal Singleton Hall of Fame

Nominations for Singleton’s highest
achieving individuals, families and organisations will open on 31 July 2017 in our
local government area’s annual celebration
of excellence, the Wambo Coal Singleton
Hall of Fame.
Run since 2009 in a partnership between
Singleton Council and Peabody, the owners of Wambo Coal, the Hall of Fame was
established to recognise those people who
were born in, or have a strong association with Singleton and who have attained
prominence at a state, national or international level in their field of endeavour.

symbol on the footpath outside Council’s
Administration Building.
Wambo Coal Hall of Fame chairman and
Deputy Mayor, Cr Godfrey Adamthwaite is
urging everyone in the community to think
about someone they know who
should be recognised on the Wambo
Coal Hall of Fame this year.

For more information or for a nomination
form, contact Singleton Council on (02)
6578 7290
or visit
www.halloffame.singleton.nsw.gov.au/
nominate

Nominations opened Monday 31
July 2017 during Local Government Week, and close on Friday 1
September 2017.

Nominations are being
encouraged for people in
the categories of:
• Arts, Science and
Education
• Business, Industry
and Tourism
• Public Service
• Sport
• Community
Service
• Meritorious
Families
Inductees are recognised
with a paver engraved
with their name and year
of addition as a permanent

Community Chest opens more Youth Venue
services
Providing First Aid, Back to Basics Cooking and new tutoring programs will soon
feature at the Singleton Youth Venue thanks
to financial assistance from the Singleton
Diggers Community Chest.
Director Corporate and
Community Services Anthony Egan said the successful
funding application will allow for an expansion of the
current programs provided
at the Youth Venue while
assisting to keep participant
costs to a minimum.
“We are grateful for the
financial assistance from
the Community Chest to
allow us to continue to
provide a range of inexpensive programs for local
young people to assist with
personal and career development,” he said.
“We know there is a demand
August 2017

for first aid courses for young people locally and we are looking forward to using
the funding to get a course up and running
soon.
“In addition, we will introduce the Back to

Basics Cooking life skills program to teach
young people basic kitchen skills, meal
planning and budgeting.
“Some new educational resources for the
students and tutors of the Venue’s tutoring
program is also on the cards
to assist us to get the program
back up and running after it
was put on hold earlier this
year due to a lack of resourcing.”
The Youth Venue provides
social and recreational activities for young people between
11 and 17 years of age, open
from 9am to 6pm from Tuesday to Friday weekly.
For more information about
the Singleton Youth Venue
programs and services, call
the team on 6571 4687 or
visit www.singleton.nsw.gov.
au/youthvenue.
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Business leaders plead for politicians ...
By Laura Tingle
AFR

This was before the considerably long lead
time before such a power station could be
built was taken into account, she said.

Australia’s business leaders have pleaded
for politicians to fall in behind a marketbased energy policy built on the Finkel
Review’s clean energy target to underwrite investment certainty and scathingly
dismissed proposals for government to fund
a coal fired power station as an answer to
high energy prices.

Mr King said past bad policy decisions had
involved picking “one technology - renewable energy - and then setting a target,
which turned out to be too high and was
disproportionately implemented in one
jurisdiction to help that”.

what those mechanisms are.”
In what might be seen as a shot at former
prime minister Tony Abbott, who has recently been attacking the renewable energy
target, despite having backed it as prime
minister, Mr King said “no political party
is blameless or has no skin in this issue” of
the current energy problems.
“So for those of us in the
industry, we find it a bit
rich when some have suddenly seen fit to be critical
of choices that they were,
in fact, a part of. They did
not listen to industry when
they made those choices,
and the gravest mistake
they can make today
is not listen to industry
today when they have to
make choices going ahead
because more bad decisions don’t solve past bad
decisions.”

Two of the most powerful
figures in Australia’s energy
sector - former Origin Energy
boss Grant King and Energy
Australia managing director
Catherine Tanna - have said no
one in politics has clean hands
on past energy policy.
During the BCA’s roundtable
discussion with the Australian
Financial Review, Ms Tanna
said that “nobody has a licence
to go around and say that the
market is working for customers as intended”, because
energy prices were so high.

Energy Australia managing director Catherine Tanna “..coal is a legacy

“So, you know, Finkel,
I think, was a genuine
attempt to get real and
knowledgeable industry
input into the issues: give
it a chance.”

technology.... it’s a solution that my grandfather would have built.”
But with a push underway
within the federal government
to provide support for the coal industry, and
“So it follows that if that wasn’t good, the
for government direct investment in a coalbest answer is not to try and pick a fuel or
Mr King said the community “has been
fired power station, the BCA board was
misled for years on this
asked where coal should fit in
issue by all of those that
to energy policy.
have advocated, ‘Pick
solution A; pick solution B
“The first thing I would say
and it will be costless.’
about that is coal is a legacy
technology,” Ms Tanna said.
“It was never going to
be costless. And that’s
“I’m not saying that it can’t
why I say today’s events
be part of the future mix. I’m
show the consequence of
just saying that it’s a solution
past decision, the comthat my grandfather would
munity has been misled.
have built.
So someone has got to be
truthful and say we’ve got
“I think it is very, very
to find the balance that the
unlikely to find a market
community is happy with,
participant that will fund such
because it is a balance.”
a new investment.
Former Origin Energy boss Grant King “...the community has been

“So that’s why I’m completely agnostic as to whether it is
inside the CET or not. It can be in there. I
don’t know that it will make the difference
to create it actually happening because the
third truth about it is it’s not cheap.
“So this myth that if there was another coal
fired power station in the mix that, suddenly, energy prices would go back to what
we enjoyed three or five years ago, I just
don’t think it’s borne out by the economics
of those projects.”
10

misled.”

pick a technology,” he said.

“Why should we give Finkel a chance?
Because he has tried to make recommendations that will incentivise the right investment decision without saying ‘coal: yes/
no,’ ‘gas: yes/no.” Now, having said that,
the particular mechanisms will lead to
outcomes that are driven by the maths of
that mechanism, but we should have a go at

Ms Tanna said energy
prices had gone up a lot
“and prices have gone up because of big
retirements [of energy capacity] that happened before replacements were planned
and because of rising fuel costs”.
“But the solutions are clear and the solutions are around: investment in new supply
and in energy efficiency. But in order to get
that investment, we need certainty”, she
said.
“We need certainty, and that will bring
August 2017

.....to adopt
clean energy
target
confidence, and then the market will solve
these problems, and that’s why it’s so
important to adopt the Finkel recommendations, and Finkel is the best chance we have
now to get industry and customers and
government aligned behind one thing.
“We should just get the right people in a
room and work out how a CET can work
because it’s the policy certainty that’s going
to drive the confidence and drive the investment.
“I don’t think the government should be
intervening and making investments in the
market.”
Mr King said that consumers and industry
were seeing the consequences of bad past
decisions made in respect of energy.
“What do we do? We have an inquiry.
We put very capable people on to run the
inquiries, and they do a very, very thorough
job, and then we throw it away
“So I agree that Finkel in all of his recommendations should be run to ground.”
Most of the recommendations “aren’t that
controversial, they’re just very sensible”.
“But the key one will be all of those parameters around the CET that go to that very
complex trade off [between] sustainability,
reliability and affordability.
“That’s where the complexity lies, and
what we should do is take the work that
Finkel has done and see whether a solution
lies in that; whether we can bring people
together around that balance.”

2018 Young Gun of Wine registrations open!
Registrations are now open for the
12th annual Young Gun of Wine,
designed to find, celebrate and showcase Australia’s young and emerging
winemakers.

Mike Bennie before the 2017
judging, we’re looking for,
“Diversity. Creativity. Deliciousness. Transparency of
winemaking. Wines that thrill
for personality and reflection
of winemaker and place”.

Focused on giving a platform to
winemakers on the rise, Young
Gun of Wine is open to Australian winemakers up to 45 years old
making all sorts of wine – traditional
wine, experimental wine, biodynamic, natural, orange/amber, single
vineyard, blended, sparkling, fortified, whatever it is, in the words of

Contact Rory Kent for more
information on 0417 036 498
or rory@younggunofwine.
com.

2017 Young Gun finalists
August 2017
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The Cockfighter Editorial:
Tom Jackson phone: 6574 5266
Eden Anthony 65791259
mail@hunterstay.com.au

COMMUNITY GROUPS AND
ORGANISATIONS

Broke Bulga Landcare Group Inc.
C/o President, Wendy Lawson
PO Box 120, Broke NSW 2330
Broke Fair Committee
Secretary, Maxine Alexander
alexandermaxine6@gmail.com

Broke Fordwich Wine & Tourism Assoc.
Secretary, Mike Wilson
secretary@brokefordwich.com.au
Broke Bush Fire Brigade
C/o Broke Post Office, Broke NSW 2330
Broke Community Hall
Kathleen Everett (02) 6579 1470
Broke Public School
Principal/P&C Association,
Cochrane Street, Broke NSW 2330
Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association
President - John Krey
6574 5376

		

PO Box 1032, Singleton 2330
bmpa.contact@bigpond.com
Bulga Rural Fire Brigade
Captain: Adrian Gallagher 6574 5100. Permit officers:
A Gallagher 6574 5100 and B Anderson 0417 403 153
Bulga Community Centre Inc.
Secretary Belinda Passlow 65745113
Treasurer and bookings Phillip Reid 65745237
NSW Rural Fire Service Hunter Valley District
2161 Putty Road Bulga 2330
Phone 6575 1200, Fax 6575 1299
email huntervalley.team@rfs.nsw.gov.au
Manager: Superintendent Ashley Frank.
Justice of the Peace
Tom and Sue Jackson 6574 5266
Graeme O’Brien 6574 5185
John Darr, Broke 0437 173 277
Joan McNamara 6579 1057
Milbrodale Public School
Principal/P&C Association
Putty Road, Milbrodale NSW 2330
National Parks and Wildlife Service- Upper Hunter
Area Bulga and Scone
Peta Norris, Putty Road, Bulga
NSW 2330 6574 5555
Palliative Care Volunteers
for Singleton & Cessnock
Kath Watkinson (02) 65722121
PID Admin
Saywells
12 Vincent St CESSNOCK
office@saywells.com
PID - Private Irrigation
admin@bfpid.com.au
Water On/Off 1300 767 118
St Andrews Anglican Church Broke
Parish Secretary at 6571 1414
St Marks Anglican Church
C/o Marie Mitchell
Inlet Road, Bulga NSW 2330
The Immaculate Conception Catholic
Church Broke
Paul O’Toole
C/o Broke Post Office, Broke NSW 2330
Wildlife Rescue, Rehabilitation and Release
www.wildlifeaid.org.au 0429 850 089

The Cockfighter is a not-for-profit community
service publication run by volunteers
Editor: Tom Jackson
Secretary: Sarah Purser
Production: Eden Anthony
Accounts: Ken McCraw
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OUR WILDLIFE
JACKY WINTER
(Microeca fascinans)
This flycatcher is greybrown above and pale-grey
to white below with a short
black bill, a black line
through the eye and whitish eyebrow. Established
pairs occupy the same territory year round, singing
incessantly in the breeding
season. They hunt from a
perch, catching flying insects and picking invertebrates from the tree trunks
and the ground, often
flying 30-50m from the
perch and hovering over
the ground or beside foliage. They sometimes follow large animals catching
insects flushed out by their
passage. They breed from July to February and lay 2 eggs in a tiny, frail,
saucer- shaped nest on a large bare branch to 22m high. Both parents
share the incubation of 17-18 days and feed the young who fledge in
about 20 days. Call is rapidly repeated jingling “winter-winter-winter”.
Their diet consists of insects and other invertebrates. Their habitat is
dry sclerophyll forests, woodlands, mallee scrub, parks and gardens.
Elizabeth
Joeys Retreat

&

Trades Services Directory
CARRIER - General
John Lamb
6574 5205
Mob 0427 695 468
CATTERY
Jan Pennell
6579 1450
Cleaners - Professional
Hunter Valley Cleaning Group
Hospitality and Private Cleaning
0439-841-487
huntervalleycg@gmail.com
COMPUTERS & COMMUNICATIONBruce Cowan
6579 1130
DIGITAL PRINT & DESIGN
BINK Creative
4990 3230
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
Robert McLaughlin
0405 555 901
rob.mac46@hotmail.com

Want to list your services?
Just $60 per year
65791259 mail@hunterstay.com.au

GOURMET FOODS
Marian Waite
6579 1063
Mob 0409 791 063
marian@riverflatsestate.com.au
Mechanical & Automotive
Services
Beyond Broke
Mechanical & Automotive
Services
Jason McCraw
Licensed Motor Vehicle Repairer
0414 264 515
jmccraw@harboursat.com.au
beyondbrokemechenical.com.au
NATURAL THERAPIES
Gale Matley
6579 1401
PIANO LESSONS
Jan Pennell
6579 1450

POOL & YARD MAINTAINANCE
Anthony Smolenaers
65791228 or 0400 367025
REAL ESTATE
Taylor Real Estate Hunter Valley
1300 803 300
0404 494 482
Catherine@taylorproperty.com.au
Taylorproperty.com.au
PO Box 3 Broke NSW 2330
Vineyard Services
Bright Vine Services
Vineyard consulting
0410625540
jennybright@bigpond.com
www.brightvineservices.com.au
563 Wollombi Rd, Broke NSW 2330
WINE MAKING
Michael McManus
6579 1400
Mob 0403 014 787
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